
                                                                                 

Study Circle - Loving God Series 

Dealing with Others 
 
Objective 
In this study circle the goal is to realize that divinity is present in all. Thus, treating others with love and 

respect becomes an act of loving God.  
 
Quotes 
"Learn to adjust your likes and dislikes to those of others, learn the gentle art of sacrifice and service.” 

Sathya Sai Speaks vol. VIII p. 63 
 
"It is a crime and a sin to be arrogant on the strength of one's power and authority. The real authority rests 

in the man who experiences Divinity in everyone. The real authority is his who believes that all our 

experiences should find fulfillment in God. As long as a person is filled with arrogance, one cannot win 

any kind of respect from others."  Summer Showers in Brindavan 1993, p. 54  
 
"Cultivate a sweet temper, and sweet speech, which is its natural consequence. Speak without anger or 

spite, without any artificiality or formality, straight from the heart. Then you will be spreading joy and 

love among all."  Sathya Sai Speaks vol. III chap. 13 pp. 69-70 
 
Suggested Questions 
1. The last time you had an argument did your actions help solve the problem or contribute to further 

argument? What would you do next time in the same situation? 
 
2. What is the point of arguing, and can this be accomplished in another way? 
 
3. Is there a devotional song or prayer/mantra that you repeat to help you do the right thing when this 

situation occurs? 
 
Life Application 
This week: When a difference in opinion occurs, stay calm, remind yourself that the other person is God, 

and try to picture them in a loving light. Try to remember this incident when you do this to share next 

week.  
 
Affirmation 
I see all others and their opinions as the diversity in the unity of God. I treat myself and others with Love. 


